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14:15 – 15:30 - R&D EU funding: from H2020 to FP9 

Objectives: presenting the general guidelines and

main differences from H2020 to Horizon Europe,

focusing on the new challenges that Horizon Europe

will bring towards Global challenges/Mission-oriented

projects, a greater engagement with the society/co-

creation and Open Science/Open Innovation.
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9:00 - 9:45 – How to tackle cross-cutting issues in H2020 proposals and what to

expect in the new FP

Objectives: overview on how to identify cross-cutting issues (Gender,

Ethics, Social Sciences and Humanities, Open Science, Responsible

Research and Innovation related topics), as well as how to successfully

answer the challenges these issues present.

9:45 - 10:30 – Cross-cutting issues in H2020: Gender and SSH dimensions in

research content

Objectives: general overview on the concepts, how to identify them, and

how to integrate them in the proposal (examples focusing in Gender and

SSH integration).

10:30 - 11:00- COFFEE BREAK

11:00 - 11:45 – (cont.)

11:45 - 12:30 – Cross-cutting issues in H2020: from H2020 to Horizon Europe

Objectives: Discuss the main differences on this matter from H2020 to

Horizon Europe.
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Presentation of main focal points (25-30min)

Brainstorming session – World Café (30min)

Discussion of conclusions (15min)



Research and 
Innovation 

#HorizonEU

Commission proposal for

THE NEXT EU RESEARCH & INNOVATION  PROGRAMME (2021 –

2027)

Horizon Europe



Carlos Moedas, Commissioner, 15/05/2018

'With growing international 

competition, Europe needs 

to act urgently on research 

and innovation. 

The proposed € 100 billion 

for the next EU research 

and innovation programme 

would be a huge boost.' 



• On 19 March 2019 the EU institutions have reached a partial common understanding on the

Proposal for the Horizon Europe Framework Programme.

• The agreement was approved by the Council on a meeting of the Coreper 27 March 2019 for the

Framework Programme and for the Specific Programme, the partial general agreement (PGA) was

approved on 15 April 2019.

• The Parliament approved the agreement at the plenary on 17 April 2019 – the last plenary before

the parliamentary elections.

• This agreement allows the Commission to start the preparations for the programme's launch,

possibly already in the second half of 2020.

Nothing is definitive until final co-decision. Attitude of new Parliament is unknown.
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Horizon Europe 

is the Commission proposal for a € 100 billion research and 

innovation funding programme for seven years (2021-2027)

to strengthen the EU's scientific and technological 

bases

to boost Europe's innovation capacity, competitiveness 

and jobs 

to deliver on citizens' priorities and sustain our socio-

economic model and values

€ 4.1 billion are proposed to be allocated for defence research, in a 

separate proposal for a European Defence Fund



Horizon Europe – Why?



Horizon Europe: 

investing in R&I to shape our future

▪ The vision: 

Jean-Claude Juncker

▪ Tackling climate change 

(35 % budgetary target)

▪ Helping to achieve Sustainable

Development Goals 

▪ Boosting the Union's 

competitiveness and growth

" a Europe that protects, 

a Europe that empowers, 

a Europe that defends"
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https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/


While benefiting from world–class 

research and strong industries…

Our knowledge and skills are our main 

resources. 

→ 7% of the world's population

→ 20% of global R&D 

→ 1/3 of all high-quality scientific publications

…Europe fails to transform 

leadership in science into 

leadership in innovation 

and entrepreneurship

1.3%
EU business 

R&D investment



We need a new level ambition and a renewed 

R&I agenda to be in pole position 

▪ Ensuring essential investment and stimulating private investment

▪ Making regulatory frameworks fit for innovation

▪ Becoming a front runner in market-creating innovation

▪ Reconnecting R&I with citizens through EU-wide R&I missions

▪ Supporting the dissemination of innovation throughout the Union

▪ Investing in skills and empower universities to become more 

entrepreneurial and multidisciplinary



Added value through Horizon Europe:

Benefits 
for 

Europe

Trans-national 
collaboration, 
exchange and 

networks Critical 
mass to 
address 
global 

challenge
s

Competiti
ve 

funding 
promoting 
excellenc

e

Visibility 
for 

leading 
research 

and 
innovatio

n
Transnatio

nal 
mobility 

Creating 
new 

market 
opportunit

ies

Strengthe
ned 

European 
R&I 

landscape

Attracting 
the best 
talents



Horizon Europe – What?



Horizon Europe: evolution not revolution

Specific objectives of the Programme

Foster all forms of innovation and 

strengthen market deployment

Strengthen the impact of R&I 

in supporting EU policies

Support the creation and diffusion 

of high-quality knowledge

Optimise the Programme’s delivery for impact in a strengthened ERA

Pillar 1
Open Science

Pillar 3
Open Innovation

Horizon Europe is building on the success of Horizon 2020.

So Horizon Europe will keep three pillar structure, be based on excellence and maintain the 

tested funding rules and procedure of Horizon 2020.

Pillar 1
Excellent Science

Pillar 2
Global Challenges and 

European Industrial 

Competitiveness

Pillar 3
Innovative Europe



Horizon Europe: structure

Widening Participation and Strengthening the European Research Area

Reforming and Enhancing the European R&I systemWidening participation and spreading excellence

Pillar 1
Excellent Science

European Research Council

Marie Skłodowska-Curie 

Actions

Research Infrastructures

Pillar 3
Innovative Europe

European Innovation Council

European innovation 

ecosystems

European Institute of 

Innovation 

and Technology

Pillar 2
Global Challenges and 

European Industrial 

Competitiveness

• Health

• Culture, Creativity and 

Inclusive Society 

• Civil Security for Society

• Digital, Industry and Space

• Climate, Energy and Mobility

• Food, Bioeconomy, Natural 

Resources, Agriculture and 

Environment

Joint Research Centre
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Budget: €100 billion*

€25.8

€52.7

€13.5

€2.1 €2.4

€ billion
In current prices

Open Science

Global
Challenges &
Ind.
Competitiveness

Open Innovation

* This envelope includes EUR 3.5 billion 
allocated under the InvestEU Fund.



Strengthening the European Research Area: 
optimising strengths & potential for a more 

innovative Europe 

Sharing Excellence

▪ Teaming 

(institution building) 

▪ Twinning 

(institutional networking)

▪ ERA Chairs bringing 

excellence to institutions

▪ COST

Reforming and enhancing 

the European R&I system

▪ Scientific evidence & foresight

▪ Open Science

▪ Policy Support Facility

▪ Attractive researcher careers

▪ Citizen science

▪ Responsible Research & Innovation; 

gender equality

€ 0.4 billion€ 1.7 billion



Horizon Europe – What's new?



Lessons Learned Key 

Novelties
from Horizon 2020 Interim Evaluation in Horizon Europe

Extended association 

possibilities

Create more impact through 

mission-orientation and 

citizens' involvement

Support breakthrough 

innovation

Strengthen international 

cooperation

Reinforce openness

Rationalise the funding 

landscape

European Innovation 

Council

R&I Missions

New approach to 

Partnerships

Open science policy



European Innovation Council 

The EIC will support innovations with breakthrough and disruptive nature 

and scale up potential that are too risky for private investors.

Pathfinder: grants

(from early technology 

to pre- commercial)

Accelerator:

grants & blended finance

(from pre-commercial 

to market & scale-up)

European 

Innovation 

Council

Helping innovators create markets of the future, 

leverage private finance, scale up their 

companies, 

Two complementary instruments bridging the gap from idea to investable 

project

Innovation centric, risk taking & agile, pro-

active management and follow up



R&I Missions

R&I Missions
Connecting to citizens: Missions will relate EU's 

research and innovation to society and citizens' 

needs, with strong visibility and impact

Horizon Europe proposal defines mission characteristics and criteria 

Specific missions will be co-designed with Member States, stakeholders 

and citizens and programmed within the Global Challenges and Industrial 

Competitiveness pillar (drawing on inputs from other pillars) 

A mission will consist of a portfolio of actions intended to achieve 

a bold and inspirational as well as measurable goal within a set 

timeframe, with impact for science and technology, society and citizens 

that goes beyond individual actions.



International 

Cooperation

Will ensure effective tackling of global 

societal challenges; access to the world's 

best talents, expertise and resources; 

enhanced supply and demand of innovative 

solutions

▪ General opening for international participation

▪ Intensified targeted actions 

(flagship initiatives, joint calls, etc.)

Extended openness to association

▪ Third countries with good capacity in science, technology and innovation

▪ Taking into account objective of driving economic growth in Europe 

through innovation

International Cooperation



Open Science across the programme

▪ Encouraging uptake of Open Science practices through 

earmarked funding, including to enhance researcher skills in 

Open Science and support reward systems that promote it

▪ Monitoring system to ensure compliance with Horizon 

Europe provisions

▪ FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, re-usable) and 

Open Data: research data is open by default (with opt-out possibilities) 

and a data management plan is obligatory

▪ Open Access to publications: no reimbursement of article processing 

charge (APC) for publications in hybrid journals



New approach to European Partnerships 

C
o

-p
ro

g
ra

m
m

e
d Based on 

Memoranda of 
Understanding / 
contractual 
arrangements; 
implemented 
independently by 
the partners and by  
Horizon Europe

C
o

-f
u

n
d

e
d Based on a joint 

programme agreed 
by partners; 
commitment of 
partners for 
financial and in-kind 
contributions & 
financial 
contribution by 
Horizon Europe

In
s
ti

tu
ti

o
n

a
li
s
e
d Based on  long-

term dimension and 
need for high 
integration; 
partnerships based 
on Articles 185 / 
187 of TFEU and 
the EIT-Regulation 
supported by 
Horizon Europe

New generation of objective-driven and more ambitious partnerships in 

support of agreed EU policy objectives

Key features

▪ Simple architecture and toolbox

▪ Coherent life-cycle approach

▪ Strategic orientation



Horizon Europe – How?



▪ Further alignment to the Financial Regulation

▪ Increased use of simplified forms of grants where appropriate 

(building on the H2020 lump sum pilot experience)

▪ Broader acceptance of usual cost accounting practices 

▪ Enhanced cross-reliance on audits benefiting beneficiaries 

taking part in several Union programmes

▪ Attractive H2020 funding model, including up to 100% 

funding rate

▪ Single set of rules principle 

Simple and fit for purpose rules

while ensuring continuity and consistency for beneficiaries 
by maintaining



Strategic planning to define multiannual work 

programmes and calls for proposals

• Transparency and stakeholder involvement

• Prioritisation and flexibility to align to political priorities 

• Internal programme coherence & synergies with other programmes 

Work Programmes

Multiannual Strategic R&I Plan
* Multiannual orientations and priorities in one document

* Areas for partnerships and missions

Strategic discussions with Member 
States and European Parliament

Consultation with stakeholders



Next steps

Strategic Planning, including engagement with MS, public 

consultation, and R&I Days in Brussels 24-26 September

Drafting of first work programmes

Engagement with new Parliament – envisaged 

adoption of Strategic Plan

First calls expected

Ongoing 

- 2019

End 

2019

Early 

2020

Second 

half 2020
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35 participants – 5 groups of 7

Small Group Rounds: The process begins with twenty minute of conversation

for the small group seated around a table. At the end of the twenty minutes,

each member of the group moves to a different new table. They choose to

leave one person as the “table host” for the next round, who welcomes the

next group and briefly fills them in on what happened in the previous round.

Questions to be discussed:

1) What are for you the most striking differences between HE and H2020?

2) What do you understand from “mission-oriented projects”?

3) What are for you the main challenges HE presents for Research

Administrators?

4) What are for you the main challenges HE presents for proponents (all

kinds: SMEs, researchers, etc)?

5) How can/should the Research Administrator prepare for the new FP?

(where to start)



Horizon Europe dedicated website

http://ec.europa.eu/horizon-europe

European Innovation Council

http://ec.europa.eu/research/eic

EU budget for the future

http://ec.europa.eu/budget/mff/index_en.cfm

1-8-2019

http://ec.europa.eu/horizon-europe
http://ec.europa.eu/research/eic
http://ec.europa.eu/budget/mff/index_en.cfm
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1. Debunk the concepts behind (10min)

Monitored open discussion (35min)

2. Gender and SSH dimensions in research content – how to integrate them in 
research projects (30min)

Exercises/Case study analysis (30+30min)

3. Cross-cutting issues from H2020 to HE (10min)

Small groups’ discussion (20min)

4. Discussion of conclusions (15min)



adjective

linking traditionally separate or independent parties or interests

Source: Collins English Dictionary
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• SMEs and Innovation

• International cooperation

• Sustainable development and climate action

• Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)

• Socio-economic Sciences and Humanities (SSH)

• Gender

• Widening participation; closing the innovation gap

• Support to ERA-priorities

• Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

1-8-2019



• Increased quality through trans-disciplinarity

• The link between science and society

• Strengthening the European Research Area and the ERA Roadmap 

towards 2020

• Consolidate/increase Europe’s attractiveness globally

• Horizon 2020 is not a «stand alone programme», but shall (also) be of 

value to other policy areas

1-8-2019



• Guidance for evaluators;

• Standard briefing on cross-cutting issues: how cross-cutting issues 

shall be treated (flagged topics or others) - you need to take into 

account cross-cutting issues if explicitly mentioned under the scope or 

expected impact of the call or topic;

• Alongside communication, trans-disciplinarity and public engagement 

the traditional cross-cutting issues are evaluated as part of panel 

meetings.

1-8-2019
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• Promoting responsible research and innovation (…);

• Strengthening the gender dimension across the Programme;

• Increasing collaboration links in European research and innovation and
across sectors and disciplines, including social sciences and
humanities;

• Strengthening international cooperation.
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• Fostering open science and ensuring visibility to the public and open
access to scientific publications and research data (…);

• Improving the relationship and interaction between science and
society, including the visibility of science in society and science
communication, and promoting the involvement of citizens and end-
users in co-design and co-creation processes.



1-8-2019

Ensure a systemic, cross-disciplinary, cross-sectoral and cross-policy
approach to research and innovation in order to tackle challenges (…).

• Under the 'Global Challenges and European Industrial Competitiveness' pillar,
building on experience in Horizon 2020, the social sciences and the humanities
shall be fully integrated across all clusters, including specific and dedicated
activities.
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• International joint action will ensure effective tackling of global societal
challenges and Sustainable Development Goals, taking into account the United
Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Paris climate
agreement.

• Integrated, non-siloed broad clusters of activities all actors, both private and
public, engage in co-designing and co-creating research and innovation.

Gender equality is a crucial factor in order to obtain sustainable economic
growth. It is therefore important to integrate a gender perspective in all
global challenges.
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• What does ‘cross-cutting’ mean for the EC?

• Should we tackle these issues in every proposal?

• Are they always appropriate and essential for getting the 
funding?
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“Social sciences and humanities (SSH) are given an enhanced role
as a cross-cutting issue aimed at improving our assessment of
and response to complex societal issues. Therefore, where
relevant, the research and innovation chain should include
contributions from SSH disciplines”

Source: EC manual
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Programme
dedicated to SSH, no reference 
to disciplines working together 

in the evaluation criteria 

SSH is a 
cross-cutting issue, Trans-
disciplinarity is part of the 

evaluation criteria

WORKING INDEPENDENTLY WORKING TOGETHER



Excellent Science

▪ European Research Council

▪ Frontier research by the best 
individual teams

▪ Future and Emerging 
Technologies

▪ Collaborative research to 
open new fields of innovation

▪ Marie Skłodowska Curie actions

▪ Opportunities for training and 
career development

▪ Research infrastructures 
(including e-infrastructure)

▪ Ensuring access to world-class 
facilities

Industrial Leadership

▪ Leadership in enabling and 
industrial technologies

▪ ICT, nanotechnologies, 
materials, biotechnology, 
manufacturing, space

▪ Access to risk finance

▪ Leveraging private finance 
and venture capital for 
research and innovation

▪ Innovation in SMEs

▪ Fostering all forms of 
innovation in all types of 
SMEs

Societal Challenges

▪ Health, demographic change 
and wellbeing

▪ Food security, sustainable 
agriculture, marine and 
maritime research & the 
bioeconomy

▪ Secure, clean and efficient 
energy

▪ Smart, green and integrated 
transport

▪ Climate action, environment, 
resource efficiency and raw 
materials

▪ Inclusive, innovative and 
reflective societies

▪ Security society

European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)

Spreading Excellence and Widening Participation

Science with and for society

Joint Research Center (JRC)

EURATOM

Cross-cutting Issues
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STEM disciplines (science, 
technology, engineering and 

mathematics)

SSH disciplines (social 
sciences and humanities)

COMPLEX SOCIETAL 
ISSUES

Integration of SSH: solutions and
products that are socially acceptable,
directly applicable or marketable and
cost-effective
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✓ SSH experts are called by EC to contribute to framing the questions and issues 

to be tackled in Horizon 2020

✓ Topics are 'flagged' for SSH by EC , i.e. they point to SSH research as integral 

part of the expertise needed to properly address the issue outlined in the topic

✓ Proposals submitted for topics 'flagged' for SSH should contain meaningful, 

integrated contributions from SSH researchers  

✓ Evaluation panels include SSH expertise: evaluators briefed on how to identify 

and evaluate SSH aspects 
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1. TOPIC ANALYSIS

2. Identification of 
SSH terminology

3. Identify the relevant 
disciplines and find the right

partners

4. Integrate SSH in your
proposals

(activities, budget, etc.)



➢ Finding a solution relies on knowledge and input from SSH 

researchers and practitioners

➢ Consortia submitting proposals will mainly consist of partners

from various SSH disciplines

2. Topics with an SSH component or RELEVANT for SSH
➢ Multidisciplinary topics where finding a solution requires knowledge 

and input from both SSH and STEM

➢ Consortia submitting proposals will need to include both STEM and

SSH partners

1. Topics DEDICATED to SSH

When you analyse the topic, you need to be aware that it can
be a SSH-flagged topic => DEDICATED or RELEVANT

1. TOPIC
ANALYSIS



–

1. TOPIC 
ANALYSIS

2. Identification of
SSH terminology

3. Identify the 
relevant disciplines 
and find the right

partners

4. Integrate
SSH in your
proposals

(activities, budget, 
etc.)



Choose if it’s:

Identified SSH terminology:
➢ Societal and political 

acceptance;
➢ Human behaviour;
➢ Legal frameworks;
➢ Societal issues;
➢ Risk of discrimination

DEDICATED

topic (only 

SSH

disciplines)

RELEVANT

topic (SSH

and STEM

disciplines)



• societal and political acceptance of technologies
• human behavior
• legal frameworks
• social connections, messages and preferences of users
• acceptability by the society
• right to data portability, the right to be forgotten, data 

protection impact assessments and the various 
implementations of the principle of accountability

• safeguarding the data and privacy of citizens
• cost-effective and user-friendly verification methods
• identify and address the societal dimensions
• Fundamental Rights
• Increased Trust and Confidence in the Digital Single Market



–

1. TOPIC
ANALYSIS

2.
Identification 

of SSH 
terminology

3. Identifying of the relevant 
disciplines and finding the right

partners

4. Integrate
SSH in your
proposals

(activities, budget, 
etc.)



1. TOPIC
ANALYSIS

2.
Identification 

of SSH 
terminology

3. Identifying of the relevant 
disciplines and finding the right

partners

…

2. Identification of 
SSH terminology

3. Identification of 
SSH disciplines to

involve

Identified SSH terminology:
➢ Societal and political

acceptance;
➢ Human behaviour;
➢ Legal frameworks;
➢ Societal issues;
➢ Risk of discrimination

Psychology

Sociology

Anthropology

Social aspects

Human rights

Education

Law



3. … and

Visit the websites of the NCP networks and find relevant events!!



–

1. TOPIC 
ANALYSIS

2.
Identification 

of SSH 
terminology

3. Identify the 
relevant disciplines 
and find the right

partners

4. Integrate SSH in
your proposal

(activities, budget, etc.)



You need to 
integrate SSH

in all the 
parts

Excellence

Impact

Implementation

Work Packages Description
Please be sure that the 
distribution of WPs, Tasks and
activities is proper among all
partners and the SSH
integration is guaranteed also
in the abstract, and
deliverablesYou need to 

integrate SSH 
researcher/insti 
tutions in your 

consortium

You need to cover 

all the disciplines 

identified in the 

topic including the 

right partners

Budget

You need to assign
ADEQUATE budget to
both STEM and SSH 

partners
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https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-
/publication/4365f75a-5efe-11e8-ab9c-
01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-
71173087

https://publications.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/4365f75a-5efe-11e8-ab9c-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-71173087
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Year Number of
SSH-flagged

topics

Share of projects with 
at least one
SSH partner

Involvement of SSH
partners in projects

funded under SSH-flagged 
topics

Amount and
share of budget
allocated to SSH
partners in  SSH-

flagged topics

2014 98 71% 26% EUR 236 million

2015 83 84% 27% EUR 197 million

2016 84 71% 27%
EUR 181
million

Source: 3rd Monitoring report on SSH flagged projects funded in 2016 under the Societal 
Challenges and Industrial Leadership priorities
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The total funding available 
for the calls for proposals 
in the Work Programme
2016 amount to nearly 
€2,5 billion, out of which 
€891 million are dedicated 
to topics flagged for SSH. 
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Gender is addressed as a cross-cutting issue in order to rectify imbalances between women 

and men as far as the implementation of projects is concerned, and to integrate a gender 

dimension in the research and innovation content.

Objectives:

1. Gender balance in decision-making

2. Gender balance in research teams at all levels

3. Gender dimension in research and innovation (RIA) content



gender-flagged topics : 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/ftags/gender.html#c,
topics=flags/s/Gender/1/1&+callStatus/asc
(if this doesn’t work: participant portal search page, button for gender under cross cutting issues)

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/ftags/gender.html


Write something down! Explain if no gender effects.

1. Gender in decision making & 2. gender balance:

3.2 Management structure & procedures

4.1. Participants

3. gender in content (both research & impact!)

1.3 Concept and approach

2.1. Expected impact

3.1a Work package descriptions



1. Gender in decision making & 2. gender balance

• Clarify gender balance in daily management, different boards and among WP 

leaders

• If skewed, explain why 

• Policies (all partners) for equal opportunities

• Make someone responsible for monitoring gender balance during the project

• Offer ‘gender training’ (university, external organisations)



3. Sex/gender in content

Biological characteristics and social/cultural factors

Gendered innovations research design:

http://ec.europa.eu/research/science-society/gendered-

innovations/index_en.cfm?pg=home

Effect on:

Research question

Research design: Indicate how the study design answer research questions both 

for males and females if the topic being studied occurs in both 

sexes/genders.

Data collection and analysis -> data management

Outreach and dissemination

http://ec.europa.eu/research/science-society/gendered-innovations/index_en.cfm?pg=home
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35 participants – 5 groups of 7

Identification of relevant gender issues – please identify them and then 
assess its address in the four case studies.

Source: Yellow Window
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35 participants – 5 groups of 7

Discuss the main differences on this matter from H2020 to Horizon Europe
Please display the results/thoughts for discussion in flipcharts with the use of
markers and stickers.



• Horizon Europe dedicated website: http://ec.europa.eu/horizon-europe

• European Innovation Council: http://ec.europa.eu/research/eic

• European Commission: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-

guide/cross-cutting-issues/cross-cutting-issues_en.htm

• SSH Integration: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-

cutting-issues/ssh_en.htm

• Gender issues: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-

cutting-issues/gender_en.htm

• Net4Society: https://www.net4society.eu/
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http://ec.europa.eu/horizon-europe
http://ec.europa.eu/research/eic
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/cross-cutting-issues_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/docs/h2020-funding-guide/cross-cutting-issues/gender_en.htm
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